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ITGOA(CHQ)/Agitation/2012-13

5th February, 2013

To,
All Members of I.T.G.O.A,
(Through: President/General Secretary of all Units)

Comrades,
‘Agitation against delay in Promotion & Other related issues’
As you are aware, the DPC to ACITs fro R Y 2012-13 for the
which was scheduled for 18-12-2012 and has been deferred, for
seeking opinion of DOLA (Dept. of Legal Affairs) on the cascading
effect of Hon’ble Apex Court’s Judgment dated 27-11-2012in the case
of UOI Vs. NR Parmar & Ors [CA No.7514 & 7515 of 2005], in the
Seniority of ITOs and on the said ACIT promotion.
2.
Following are various long pending demands of our association
which affects career prospect of our members and the main demands
are detailed below :
i.

Immediate holding of DPC for ITO to ACIT for R.Y. 2012-13.

ii. Immediate regularisation of Ad-hoc JCIT from 2000 to 2003
batch officers & conduct DPC for consequent vacancies of ACIT.
iii.

Finalisation of All India Seniority List of ITOs promoted after
18/6/2001 before 31-03-2013.

iv. Up-gradation of Pay scale of AO and PS i.e. G.P. of Rs. 4800/-.
v.

Provide laptop and data card to all AOs and PS, as now this is a
functional necessity. Similarly, newly promoted ITOs be also
given new laptops instead of old ones.

vi. Promotion of ACIT to DCIT for 2006 & 2007 batch should be
w.e.f 1-1-2011 & 1-1-2012 and promotion of left-out officers of
earlier batches be expedited. Also, correct Civil List No. be
allotted to those DRs who have taken technical resignation
(especially of 2006 to 2008 batch) and give correct seniority to
PR with consequential effect on Promotion to DCIT.

--2-vii. Initiate thorough discussion with ITGOA on the issue of ‘Year of
Induction’.
viii. Finalise IRS Civil List, on the basis of extant rules.
ix. Transfer back of ACIT & DCIT who have been subjected to
cross-country transfer.
x. Implement Cadre Restructuring proposal of ITGOA/ITEF in toto.
xi. Provide adequate supporting staff immediately and till such time
our members shall not be responsible for any lapses.
3.

In the Managing Committee held at Puri, Odisha on 3/2/2013

and 4/2/2013 in which all the units attended and it has been
unanimously decided to pursue the above demands with the following
Agitation/Non-Cooperation program : .
i. Protest before Chairman/Member-CBDT on their visits and
wearing of Black Badges by all members from 11-2-2013.
ii. Non-cooperation in Recovery work/drive and Non-submission of
statistical reports, dossier reports, DO Letters, etc. except
parliament question w.e.f 11-2-2013.
iii. Lunch Hour Demonstration on 15-2-2013.
iv. None of our members will participate in any Search & Survey
action including TDS survey/ Inspection/ Verification/ study or by
whatever name called and Recovery Surveys w.e.f 20-2-2013.
v. None of our members will pass any assessment orders u/s.
143(3) or 144 or 147 in the month of February 2013.
All members are requested to be prepared for a strong fight
against the series of injustice being perpetrated on the promotee
officers as a whole, and also intensify the same, if required.
LONG LIVE ITGOA ; LONG LIVE JCA ; LONG LIVE ITGOA
Yours comradely,

Sd/(Rajesh D. Menon)
SECRETARY GENERAL
Copy of letter served on Chairperson-CBDT is enclosed, which along
with a similar letter be served by all Units on respective CCIT(CCA).

